New Edition

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has expanded and updated its core reference work on contemporary practice in International Humanitarian Law (IHL):

**HOW DOES LAW PROTECT IN WAR?**
*Cases, Documents and Teaching Materials on Contemporary Practice in International Humanitarian Law.*

This three-part work demonstrates the ongoing relevance of IHL in contemporary practice and its ability to provide answers to humanitarian problems in armed conflicts.

**Part I** contains a systematic overview of IHL that presents the most fundamental and contemporary legal issues arising in armed conflicts, and provides references to relevant norms as well as to a selected bibliography. It also refers readers to relevant cases and documents in Part II.

A selection of nearly three hundred case studies, **Part II** provides university professors, practitioners and students with the most up-to-date and comprehensive selection of public and official documents on IHL, in chronological and geographical order. The originality of this part lies in the Discussion section of each case, which raises thought-provoking questions on the case at hand.

**Part III** provides advice, recommendations and a series of course outlines for professors interested in setting up courses on IHL or in introducing its study into their teaching.

The whole content of the books, as well as extra documents, are available on a CD enclosed.

With this work, the authors hope to encourage practice-related teaching of IHL in universities worldwide and to provide experts in the field with a reliable reference work on contemporary practice.

An equivalent, updated French version will be published at the end of 2011.

3 volumes, 1 CD: CHF 70 (55 €). To order a copy: www.icrc.org/eng/shop.